
Robert Smith 
Casting Associate

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Hard working individual looking to gain meaningful experience and expand 
my abilities to perform all tasks necessary for the given position. Able to 
effectively oversee various tasks/subsections of the casting process with 
minimal oversight.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Casting Associate
Liquid Talent -   March 2009 – 2011 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for a variety of duties including but not limited to greeting 
talent by providing excellent customer service in person, on the phone, 
and via email.

 Ensured the highest standards are met throughout the day.
 Performed Data entry, answering telephone calls, replying to emails, 

time management, making travel and hospitality arrangements for 
talent, and maintaining the cleanliness of the office.

 Was in charge of creating the breakdowns for jobs, scheduling talent for 
both first calls and callbacks, putting talent on avail, and booking.

 Acted as a liaison between Production, Ad Agency, the Director, and the 
casting studio.

 Managed camera operators, casting assistants, and interns.
 Responsible for all the day to day of the office, ie invoicing, studio and 

audition room scheduling, accepting/turning down jobs according to 
schedule, networking with talent agents.

Casting Associate
Delta Corporation -   2013 – 2015 

Responsibilities:

 Procured quotes from various production rental houses as 
needed.Worked with directors and producers to ensure talent 
needs/expectations.

 Performed Various runs - pick up/drop off talent, set props, etc.
 Communicated with clients to ensure satisfaction.
 Maintained high positivity and contribute to the team as needed. 

Conducted extensive outreach/research to target the best candidates
 Supervised Office organization, scanning, filing, copying, office errands, 

production runs
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Education

Associate in Psychology/Human Behavior - 1998(Rappahannock 
Community College - Glenns, VA)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Photoshop,  Web Design,
Screen Writing, 
Magazine Writing.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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